NEW BOOKS

When Gushers Go Dry
The Essentials of Oil & Gas Bankruptcy, 2nd Edition
This second edition offers an expanded discussion on the various players in the oil and gas industry, including new developments in financing and the treatment of oil and gas-related agreements. This new edition also provides practitioners with a better understanding of what happens when an oil, gas or other natural resources company goes bankrupt, presenting in detail the issues that are specific to this highly specialized industry.

Product #: 16_006
150 pages
$75 Member
$90 Non-member

Representing the Creditors’ Committee
A Guide for Practitioners
Written by members of ABI’s Unsecured Trade Creditors Committee, this manual details the myriad challenges that professionals representing creditors’ committees face as they try to give holders of general unsecured claims a voice in whether a debtor will be reorganized, sold as a going concern or liquidated. This invaluable resource offers guidance on how to maximize the value of a debtor’s assets, and offers practical tips at every step of the chapter 11 process, from the filing of a case through confirmation and beyond.

Product #: 16_005
216 pages
$75 Member
$95 Non-member

Bankruptcy in Practice, 5th Edition
This major update to one of ABI’s most popular books bridges the divide between classroom theory, courtroom procedure and conference room negotiation, and provides analysis on important recent case law, such as Till, ASARCO, RadLAX and LaSalle. Although intended as a comprehensive introduction to bankruptcy, even experienced counsel will find it a refreshing read and not merely a reference to be consulted.

Product #: 15_006
592 pages
$89.95 Member
$125 Non-member

Admitting Expert Valuation Evidence
Before the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts
Outlines the rules governing admissibility of valuation evidence and the testimony of expert witnesses, and provides deep analysis of case law such as Daubert, Kumho Tire, Joiner and Wedgram — making it an invaluable resource for any bankruptcy practitioner.

Product #: 15_017
200 pages
$85 Member
$100 Non-member
Fraud and Forensics
Piercing Through the Deception in a Commercial Fraud Case
Provides a broad and deep look at challenges faced in the course of a commercial fraud matter, as well as the tools available to help identify, unwind and prove fraudulent transactions.

Product #: 15_011  384 pages
$95 Member  $115 Non-member

Credit Bidding in Bankruptcy Sales
A Guide for Lenders, Creditors, and Distressed-Debt Investors
Accessible to those who are unfamiliar with or only dabble from time to time in the bankruptcy realm, while still being informative to regular insolvency practitioners, this book provides a general overview of credit bidding in bankruptcy. It also examines how court opinions — in *RadLAX*, *Philadelphia Newspapers* and other cases — have influenced the application of credit bidding in bankruptcy.

Product #: 15_005  120 pages
$75 Member  $95 Non-member

A Practitioner’s Guide to Liquidation and Litigation Trusts
Provides an overview of how and when trust vehicles should be used to handle significant large-scale litigation matters and to liquidate other assets for the purpose of accumulating recoveries and distributing them across multiple claimants. Includes a USB-drive appendix with over 1,200 additional pages of sample case documents!

Product #: 15_002  304 pages
$85 Member  $100 Non-member

General Assignments for the Benefit of Creditors:
The ABCs of ABCs, Third Edition
This updated edition includes changes to state statutes in Florida and Minnesota, as well as recent cases involving arbitration clauses in contracts, and offers guidance to both debtor and creditor lawyers, as well as to creditor professionals facing the prospect of a state law liquidation.

Product #: 15_015  136 pages
$35 Member  $50 Non-member

Creditors’ Committee Manual, Sixth Edition
Geared toward trustees, practitioners and anyone participating on an unsecured creditors’ committee, this clear and concise manual provides the basic information that an unsecured creditor needs to serve on a committee, and covers the role, function and responsibilities of committees and committee members.

Product #: 15_016  48 pages
$10 Member  $15 Non-member
THE BEST BANKRUPTCY BUNDLES

- Best of ABI 2011: The Year in Business Bankruptcy
- Best of ABI 2012: The Year in Business Bankruptcy
- Best of ABI 2013: The Year in Business Bankruptcy
- Best of ABI 2014: The Year in Business Bankruptcy
Product #: K_BESTOFBUSINES
$90 Member $110 Non-member

Best of ABI: The Year in Consumer Bankruptcy 2011–2014
- Best of ABI 2011: The Year in Consumer Bankruptcy
- Best of ABI 2012: The Year in Consumer Bankruptcy
- Best of ABI 2013: The Year in Consumer Bankruptcy
- Best of ABI 2014: The Year in Consumer Bankruptcy
Product #: K_BESTOFCONSUME
$90 Member $110 Non-member

Best-Sellers Bundle
- Advanced Fraudulent Transfers: A Litigation Guide
- A Practitioner's Guide to Liquidation and Litigation Trusts
- Credit Bidding in Bankruptcy Sales: A Guide for Lenders, Creditors and Distressed-Debt Investors
Product #: K_BEST
$130 Member $165 Non-member

Consumer Bundle
- Consumer Bankruptcy: Fundamentals of Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, Third Edition
- Graduating with Debt: Student Loans under the Bankruptcy Code
- Reaffirmation Agreements in Consumer Bankruptcy Cases, Second Edition
- Thorny Issues in Consumer Bankruptcy Cases
Product #: K_CONSUMER
$110 Member $159 Non-member

Corporate Bundle
- Bankruptcy Business Acquisitions, Second Edition
- The Bankruptcy Court's Watchdog: The Appointment, Role and Power of Examiners Today
- Handbook on Second Lien Loans & Intercreditor Agreements
- Pre-bankruptcy Planning for the Commercial Reorganization: A Brief Guide for the CEO, CFO/COO, General Counsel and Tax Advisor, Second Edition
- Understanding Ordinary: A Primer on Financial and Economic Considerations for the Ordinary Course Defenses to Bankruptcy Preference Actions
Product #: K_CORPORATE
$189 Member $259 Non-member

Practice and Procedure Bundle
- ABI's Quick Evidence Handbook
- Bankruptcy Litigation Manual: What Civil Litigators Need to Know
Product #: K_PRAC_PROC
$99 Member $149 Non-member

Restructuring Bundle
- The Chief Restructuring Officer's Guide to Bankruptcy: Views from Leading Insolvency Professionals
- Debtor-in-Possession Financing: Funding a Chapter 11 Case
- The Depths of Deepening Insolvency: Damage Exposure for Officers, Directors and Others
Product #: K_RESTRUCTURING
$129 Member $189 Non-member

Young Member Bundle
- Bankruptcy Overview: Issues, Law and Policy, Seventh Edition (coming soon!)
- Bankruptcy in Practice, Fifth Edition
- Chapter 11 - “101”: The Nuts and Bolts of Chapter 11 Practice (CD-ROM)
- Mini-Code 2016
- Mini-Rules 2016
- Survival Guide for the New Lawyer: What They Didn’t Teach You in Law School
Product #: K_YOUNG_MEM
$129 Member $199 Non-member
Get Published
Publishing with ABI is an excellent way to market yourself and your firm across a broad spectrum of insolvency professionals while contributing your valuable expertise toward insolvency education. As ABI is an educational nonprofit association, publishing is one of ABI’s most important missions. If you are interested in contributing a manuscript for publication, please contact ABI’s Director of Communications James Carman or Deputy Executive Director Amy Quackenboss at (703) 739-0800, and we’ll help you get started.

Support abi Publications: Become a Book Sponsor
ABI relies on the generosity of ABI members to sponsor its books. Each book sponsorship begins at $500 (for which each sponsor receives complimentary copies). Some author firms have sponsored entire printings ($5,000), and ABI can work with firms and other organizations on various sponsorship arrangements. For more information, contact ABI’s Director of Communications or Deputy Executive Director at (703) 739-0800.

Increase Your Visibility: Become an abi Publishing Partner
There is no better way to connect with your key customers in the insolvency community than by partnering with ABI! To help you make more business connections and maximize your marketing budget, the ABI Publishing Partnership provides such benefits as:

• your firm’s name listed in all new books published throughout the year, along with five free copies of each
• banners and signage at ABI conferences and online at ABI’s bookstore
• your logo placed in promotional ads in the ABI Journal, and in ABI’s publications catalogs

Partnering with ABI Publications ensures that we can continue to provide high-quality books — and that your firm will be prominently associated with insolvency education and the trusted ABI name. For more information, contact ABI’s Director of Communications or Deputy Executive Director at (703) 739-0800.

ABI Publishing Partner

LATHROP & GAGE LLP
Visit abi.org/bookstore for links to the latest ebooks

Titles Currently Available in Digital Format Only

- ABI Bankruptcy Briefs Series, Vol. 3: BAPCPA at 10
- Bankruptcy Overview: Issues, Law and Policy, 6th Ed.
- Best of ABI 2015: The Year in Business Bankruptcy
- Best of ABI 2015: The Year in Consumer Bankruptcy
- Chapter 13 in 13 Chapters

abi.org/bookstore iPad Kindle NOOK

ABI Books Are Available Wherever You Go
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Product #</th>
<th>Price each</th>
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If you requested that your purchases be mailed to you, please note that purchases are shipped via standard UPS Ground and should arrive in 5-6 business days. (Excludes international orders)

*International orders to be shipped incur an additional shipping fee. Please contact ABI to determine your cost. As an international customer, you agree to pay this fee when you order ABI books. International orders may be subject to the customs fees and import duties of the country to which you have your order shipped. These charges are always the recipient’s responsibility.

Subtotal
VA add 5.3% sales tax
Shipping and Handling included*
TOTAL DUE

All sales final. No returns or refunds.

If you have any questions, please contact ABI at (703) 739-0800 or e-mail order@abiworld.org.

**Ship To**

Name ___________________________ Firm ___________________________
Address _______________________________________________________
City ___________________________ State _________ Zip _____________
Phone __________________ Fax __________________ E-mail ___________

**Payment**

☐ ABI member    ☐ Non-member
☐ Check payable to American Bankruptcy Institute enclosed. ☐ AMEX ☐ VISA ☐ MASTER CARD

Account # ____________________________________________________ Exp. date: __________

Signature: ____________________________________________________

For overnight shipping, bulk-rate prices or classroom-use pricing, please contact ABI.

Email orders to order@abiworld.org or order online at abi.org/bookstore Fax credit card orders to (866) 921-1027.
Mail order forms to: ABI Publications • P.O. Box 7403 • Merrifield, VA 22116-7403.